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1 Introduction
Much work has been done on the formal analysis of attitudes like knowledge, belief and intention;
e.g. [Halpern 1986, Cohen and Levesque 1990]. Much work has also been done on the application

of non-monotonic logic to the problems of reasoning about change; e.g. [Brown 1987, Shoham
1988]. This paper brings together ideas from both fields to sketch a theory of changing attitudes. It

takes the view that rational agents do not change their attitudes without reason, and aims to represent

such changes in teleological theories. These can be regarded as extensions of Shoham’s causal

theories. The infrastructure of teleological theories consists of persistence rules which state that an

agent’s attitudes persist unless the agent has reason to change them. Teleological rules giving the

agent’s reasons for changing their attitudes build on these. We illustrate with beliefs, goals and

intentions, and suggest the extension to other attitudes.

2 Changing beliefs
The language CA is a many-sorted first-order modal language with explicit reference to time points

and intervals. It combines features of the languages TK [Shoham 1988], QTK [Bell 1991] and the

language of [Cohen and Levesque 1990]. l It contains sentences such as2

Loaded(G)(1) (1)
which states that gun G is loaded at time t = 1, and

Bel(Stan, Loaded(G)( 1 ))(6) (2)
which states that Stan believes (1) at t = 6. A novel feature of CA is the unary modal operator

Affected. Intuitively, a sentence ap(t) is affected at t if ap is true at t and false at t+ 1. Formally, for

model M, world w in M and assignment g

M,w,g I= Affected0p(t))(t) iff M,w,g I= ap(t) and M,w,g I/= ap(t)[t+ 

For example

M,w,g I= Affected(Loaded(G)( 1))(1) iff M,w,g l= Loaded(G)(1) and M,w,g I/= Loaded(G)(2).
For the Affected operator we have3

Affected(V(t))(t) " V(t) A -,V(t)[t+l/t] (A)
Which gives the following persistence rule

V(t) ^ --,Affected(V(t))(t) ~ V(t)[t+l/tl (P)

I The formal syntax and ~mantics of CA are given in the appendix.
2 For simplicity we are restricting the discussion to time points. The extension to intervals is straightforward.
3 Conventional abbreviations, such as the omission of enclosing universal quantifiers, are adopted.
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2.1 The belief in persistence
We can now state our first persistence rule, the belief in persistence. If an agent a believes that ~, is the

case at t, and a does not believe that ap is affected at t, then a should believe that ap continues to be the

case at t+ 1. We therefore have

Bel(a,V(t))(t) ̂  -,Bel(a, Affected(ap(t))(t))(t) ~ Bel(a,V(t))(t)[t+l/t] (BP)

For example, suppose that Stan believes that gun G is loaded at t = 1

Bel(Stan, Loaded(G)( 1 ))(1) (3)
Suppose further that Stan does not believe that G is unloaded at t = 14

-,Bei(Stan, Affected(Loaded(G)( 1))(1 (4)
Then, by BP, Stan believes that G is still loaded at t = 2

Bel(Stan, Loaded(G)(2))(2) (5)
Rules like BPare intended to be interpreted like Shoham’s causal rules; that is, they are intended to be

used from left to right only, to reason "forwards in time" from the antecedent to the consequent.
Typically also, we want to be able to infer the second premise of these rules non-monotonically. For
example, if Stan has no reason to believe that G is unloaded between t = 1 and t = 2, then he should
not believe that it is. Consequently we are interested in the preferred models of theories containing
such rules : those in which the beliefs of agents are chronologically minimised in some way. By way
of illustration we give a simple definition of a preference criterion for the belief fragment of CA; more

complex criteria are discussed in the sequel.

Definition Simple preference criterion for the belief fragment of CA. Let @ be a theory of CA, and

let M and M’ be models of 0. Then M < M’ if there exists a time point to such that

¯ M’ I= Bel(a,q~)(t) if M I= Bel(a,q~)(t) for any agent a, base sentence q9 and time < to.5

¯ M’ I= Bel(a,q0)(t) and I/ = Bel(a,tp)(t) fo r some agent a,base sentence ¢p,and timepointt = to

Definition M is a preferred model of a theory O if M is a model of O and there is no model M’ of O
such that M’ < M.

So much for what agents should believe about continuity. What should agents believe about change?
Here it is a matter of supplying a theory which tells us when they believe that facts become affected.
For example, suppose that we have the following STRIPS-like [Fikes and Nilsson 1971] action type

Does(a, Pickup(b,l))

P, D: On(b,I), Clear(b), Emptyhanded(a)
A: Holding(a,b), Clear(l) 

Suppose also that, as in STRIPS, an agent a is able to perform an action if its preconditions (labelled
P) are true when the action is attempted. The current world description is then updated by adding the
facts in the add-list (labelled A) to it, and removing the facts in the delete-list (labelled D) from it. 
CA (6) becomes

4 For simplicity it is assumed that, as in the Situation Calculus, that events are instantaneous and that they have their
effect at the next time point. The extension to compound events with duration is indicated in the appendix. Note
however that, unlike the Situation Calculus, many events may occur at the same time.
5 A "base formula is a formula that does not contain the Bel or Goal operators.
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(On(b,l) A Clear(b) ̂  Emptyhanded(a))(t) A Does(a, Pickup(b,l))(t)
(Holding(a,b) a Clear(l))(t+l) A (--,On(b,l) A -,Clear(b) a -,Emptyhanded(a))(t+l) 

Thus if agent a believes (7) and the preconditions of the Pickup action at t and these are true at t and 
knowingly performs the action at t then a should believe the things in the add list at t+ 1 and should no
longer believe the things in the delete list at t+l. This solution provides a simple solution to the
doxastic frame problem which works well in simple domains. However it invokes the doxastic
ramification problem in complex ones: as the complexity of the domain increases it quickly becomes
impractical to stipulate the effects of context-dependent actions. To avoid this, some of the
consequences of actions should be inferred [Wilkins 1988, Bell 19901. As a simple illustration, the
negations of the facts in the delete list can be inferred.

(On(b,l) A Clear(b) A Emptyhanded(a))(t) A Does(a, Pickup(b,l))(t) 

Affected((On(b,l) ̂ Clear(b) ̂  Emptyhanded(a))(t))(t) A (Holding(a,b) (8)
(Holding(a,b) D -,On(b,l) ̂  --, Clear(b))(t) (9)
(Holding(a,b) D --,Emptyhanded(a))(t) (10)

So if

and

(On(A,L) A Clear(A) A Emptyhanded(Stan))(1) a Does(Stan, Pickup(A,L))(1) (11)

Bel(Stan, (8) ^ (9) ^ (10) A (1 (12)
it follows (in all preferred models) that

Bel(Stan, (Holding(Stan,A)aClear(L) ^ --,On(A,L) A -,Clear(A) a-,Emptyhanded(Stan))(2))(2)

(13)
In the full paper an extended example is given of two agents co-operating to build a tower. They both
have the same beliefs about the initial state and the operators, and are aware of each others actions.
The example shows how their beliefs change as a result of their actions, and that they have the same
beliefs about the final state.

2.2 The persistence of memory
We now consider memories; that is, beliefs about the past and present. Note that as an instance of P

we have

Bel(a, ap(t))(t) A --,Affected(Bel(a,~p(t))(t))(t) D Bel(a, (14)
But this just says that an agent’s beliefs, like any other facts about the world, persist until they are
affected. More interestingly, agents may change their beliefs about the past in the light of new
evidence. However, agents should keep those beliefs about the past and present that they have no
reason to change

(t’ s t) ^ Bel(a,ap(t’))(t) ^ -,Bel(a, Affected(Bel(a,ap(t’))(t))(t))(t) D Bel(a,ap(t’))(t+l) 

For example, if Stan believes at t = 2 that block A was on block B at t = 1

Bel(Stan, On(A,B)(I))(2)
And Stan has no reason to doubt this belief at t = 2

-,Bel(Stan, Affected(Bel(Stan, On(^,B)(1))(2))(2))(2)

then, by Pg,(, Stan continues to believe it at t = 

Bel(Stan, On(^,B)(1))(3)
in all preferred models of the theory.

(15)

(16)

(17)
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Agent’s beliefs about the past can change. For example, Stan may come to believe at t = 4 that A was
on C at t = 1

Bel(Stan, On(A,C)( 1 ))(4) (18)
and so, given

Bel(Stan, (On(b,ll) ^ 11 ,~ 12 ~ -,On(b,12))(t))(t) ̂  Bel(Stan, (19)

we have

Bei(Stan, -, On(A,B)(l ))(4) (20)

2.3 The persistence of expectation
Similarly, an agent can have expectations about the future, which it is rational to continue to hold until
there is evidence to the contrary

(t < t’) A Bel(a,V(t’))(t) A ", Bel(a, Affected(Bel(a,V(t’))(t))(t))(t) ) (T’E)

2.3 The persistence of belief
Combining ~l,/’and ~ gives the general case:

Bel(a,V(t’))(t) A -, Bel(a, Affected(Bel(a,V(t’))(t))(t))(t) 

3 Changing goals and intentions
It is possible to give a similar theory for goals which is compatible with Cohen and Levesque’s theory
of intention. The sentence Goal(a,qc)(t) asserts that agent a has q~ as a goal at t. Intuitively, goals 

desires which the agent believes are realisable and choses to pursue.

3.1 The goal of persistence
An agent may have a goal which is satisfied at t and have as a goal that, other things being equal, the
goal should persist. Cohen and Levesque refer to goals of this kind as maintenance goals (M-Goals).
For M-Goals we have the goal of persistence

Goal(a,V(t))(t) A -,Goal(a, Affected(V(t))(t))(t) D Goal(a,V(t))(t)[t+l/t] 

To obtain the intended interpretation, the preference criterion defined earlier is extended to goals.

Definition Simple preference criterion for CA. Let O be a theory of CA, and let M and M’ be

models of O. Then M < M’ if there exists a time point to such that

¯ M’ I= Bei(a,tp)(t) if M I= Bel(a,q~)(t) for any agent a, base sentence q~ and time < to.
¯ M’ I= Bel(a,q~)(t) and M I/= Bel(a,q~)(t) for some agent a, base sentence q~, and time point 

¯ M’ I= Goal(a,q~)(t) if M I= Goal(a,q~)(t) for any agent a, base sentence q~ and time < to.

¯ M’ I= Goal(a,tp)(t) and M I/= Goal(a,q~)(t) for some agent a, base sentence % and time point 

For example if Stan is happy that A is on L at t = 1

Goal(Stan, On(A,L)(l ))( (21 
-,Goal(Stan, Affected(On(A,L)( l )( 1 (22)

then we can use g’~/’ to conclude that Stan wants A on L at t = 2. Using g’P in conjunction with

teleological rules defining when an agent’s goals are affected, means that the agent’s M-Goals persist
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as long as the agent wants them to. This approach thus compares favourably with more rigid
formulations such as

M-Goal(a,~,(t))(t) -- Goal(a, Vt’. t s t’ ~ ap(t’))(t) (23)

which claims that M-Goals persist forever.

3.2 The persistence of goals
By contrast an achievement goal (A-Goal) is a goal that the agent believes is not currently true, but
would like to be true

A-Goal(a,ap)(t) = Bel(a,-,ap(t))(t) ̂  Goal(a, :It’. t< t’^ ap(t)[t’/tl)(t) (24)

This definition follows that given by Cohen and Levesque. They go on to define persistent goals, and
to define intention as a kind of persistent goal. A persistent goal (P-Goal) of an agent a is an A-goal
which a will not give up until a believes either that it has been achieved, or that it is impossible to
achieve. As they point out, this leads to fanaticism; once an agent has adopted a P-Goal the agent will
not be deterred. Consequently they give an extended definition of P-Goal which has a parameter
allowing the specification of an agent’s reasons for adopting the goal. The agent may then additionally
abandon a P-Goal when one of these reasons for pursuing it no longer holds. The drawback with this
approach is that the agent’s reasons have to be stipulated in advance. This is similar to STRIPS
approach to reasoning about change, and is therefore subject to the ramification problem. A better
solution allows agents to reason about their goals and abandon them when it is no longer rational to
continue holding them.

This can be done by combining a theory of rational agency with the following persistence rule

(t < t’) A Goal(a,ap(t’))(t) A --,Goal(a, Affected(Goal(a,ap(t’))(t))(t))(t) ~ Goal(a,ap(t’))(t)[t+ 

(PG)
When an achievement goal persists until the agent decides to abandon it. For example, following
Cohen and Levesque, we can define the intention to do an action as

IntendToDo(a,e)(t) - Goal(a, :It’> t. Bel(a, Does(a,e)(t’))(t’) A Does(a,e)(t’))(t) 

Then, if Stan intends to pickup block A at t = 1

lntendToDo(Stan, Pickup(A))(1) (26)

that is,
Goal(Stan, :It’> 1. Bel(Stan, Does(Stan,Pickup(A))(t’))(t’) a Does(Stan, Pickup(A))(t’))(l)

(27)
and Stan has no reason to change his mind at t = 1

--,Goal(Stan, Affected((27)(1))(1) (28)
Then by PG we can conclude that

Goal(Stan, :It’ > 2. Bel(Stan, Does(Stan,Pickup(A))(t’))(t’) ̂ Does(Start, Pickup(A))(t’))(2)

(29)

and so we have

IntendToDo(Stan, Pickup(A))(2) (30)
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4 Changing obligations, commitments, desires, choices, etc.
The theory is readily extended to other attitudes. For example, following [von Wright 1951, Smiley
1963, Hanson 1965, Sanders 1989, Shoham 1991] we can add various obligation or commitment
operators, and give persistence rules analogous to ~/’~; for them. The accompanying teleological theory
should then imply that an agent’s commitments persist while it is reasonable for the agent to hold

them; e.g. until they are met, or until they are over-ruled by more important commitments, etc.
Similarly for obligations. A desire operator can also be added together with rules analogous to ~’P and
P~’ to represent the desire for persistence and the persistence of desire [de Sousa 1987]. (Unlike

goals, desires may be inconsistent or impossible.) As a final example, a choice operator can be added
together with a P~’-like persistence rule. Goals can then be defined as desires which the agent believes
to be realisable and choses to pursure.

5 Future work
A great deal remains to be done. The langauge will be extended as indicated above. To fill in the
outlines, detailed examples of teleological theories will be added. Further investigation of preference
criteria is required. Problems arise even when dealing exclusively with beliefs. For example agent a
may come to believe ¢p at t+l on the basis of the belief that agent a’ does not believe V at t, and

conversely; as happens in the Wise Man Puzzle. We may then want to impose a credence order on
agents, or to define agent-specific preference criteria. It may also be that we cannot define a preference
criterion and have to resort to the more general notion of a relevance criterion [Bell 1993]. Finally,
there is the question of implementation. This will be done by adopting the model-building approach
suggested in IBell 1993] and extending its application from causal theories [Bell 1992] to (suitably
restricted) teleological theories.

Appendix The language CA
This appendix contains the formal details of CA as discussed in the first three sections of this paperl

As Section 4 suggests, it is readily extendable.

A.I Syntax
Let:

¯ D, A, T and E be disjoint sets of constant symbols.
¯ VD, VA, V3", VI and VEbe disjoint sets of variable symbols.
¯ Fr be a set of function symbols, containing the symbols +, max, min.
¯ R be a set of relation symbols.

Definition The set of regular terms, termD, is D 1.3 VD.

Definition The set of agent terms, termA, is A U VA.

Definition The set of time-point terms, term3., is the minimal set such that:
¯ TUVwCterml,.

¯ If f is an n-ary function symbol in FI’ and tl ..... tn C termT then f(tl ..... tn) C term’r.

Definition The set of interval terms, termi, is {It,f] I t,t’ E terrrh,} U Vi.
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Definition The set of event terms, termE, is E U VE.

Definition CA is the minimal set of formulas such that:
¯ If t, t’ E termT then (t < t’) CA.

¯ If ut .... ,Un E termD U termA, r ~E R is an n-ary relation symbol, and i E terml
then r(ul ..... Un)(i) 

¯ If u,u’ ~ termD U termA and i C terml then (u = u’)(i) CA.
¯ If ap(i) CAthen Affected0p(i))(i) ~ CA.
¯ If e ~ termL and i E terml then Occurs(e)(i) CA.
¯ If a ~ termA, e ~ termE and i E termi then Agent(a,e)(i) CA.

¯ If a E termA, q~ E CA and i ~ termI then Bel(a,qg)(i) CA, and Goal(a,qg)(i)
¯ If% qY ~ CA then -,q~ ~ CA and (q9 v qY) CA.
¯ If S E/{D, A, T, I, E}, v C Vs, and q~ E CA then 3vq~ E CA.

Intuitively a sentence of the form ap(i) means that V is true at interval i. In particular, Affected(V(i))(i)

states that the truth of the formula V(i) is affected during the interval i, Occurs(e)(i) asserts that event 

occurs during i, Agent(a,e)(i) asserts that a is an agent of event e at i (making e an action), Bel(a,q~)(i)

asserts that a believes q~ at i, and Goal(a,qg)(i) asserts that q~ is a goal of a’s 

Definition The symbols ̂, D, -- and V are defined in the usual way.

Definition Relations on points.

(h = t2) " -’(tl < t2) ^ --(t2 < 
(tt s t2) " (tt < t2) v (q = 

Definition Functions and relations on intervals.
[q,t2]+l "- [max(ti,t2)+l,max(tt,t2)+l]

[q,t2] < [t3,t4] - max(tl,t2) < min(t3,t4)

[h,t21
i<i’

[tl,t2l

[tl,t2l
[q,t21

[tl,t21

= [t3,t4l - min(h,t2) = min(t3,t4) ̂  max(h,t2) = max(t3,t4)

- (i<i’)v(i=i’)
starts [t3,t41 ,, min(tl,t2) : min(t3,t4) ̂  max(tl,t2) < max(t3,t4)

ends [t3,t4] - min(tl,t2) > min(t3,t4) ̂  max(tl,t2) = max(t3,t4)

meets [t3,t4l - max(tt,t2)+l = min(t3,t4)
contains [t3,t4] - min(t3,t4) > min(tl,t2) ^ max(t3,t4) < max(tl,t2)

Definition Let q~ be a formula of CA and let i an i’ be interval terms. Then q~[i’/i] is the result of

substituting i’ for all free occurrences of i in q~; having first taken appropriate measures to avoid the

capture of variables.

Abbreviation conventions.
¯ Interval terms of the form [t,t] will usually be abbreviated simply to t.
¯ Enclosing universal quantification is omitted. For example, Bel(a,q~)(i) D Bel(a,qY)(i)
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abbreviates VaVi(Bel(a,qg)(i) D Bel(a,q~’)(i)).
¯ Multiple occurrences of the same interval term may be eliminated when the result is

unambiguous. For example, (ap v ap’)(i) abbreviates ap(i) v ap’(i), and Bel(a,ap)(i)

abbreviates Bel(a,ap(i))(i).

A.2 Semantics
Definition Let M be a structure (’/4/, D, A, E, ’7, rT , FT, I, R, Occurs, Agent, Bed, Goal, V) where

¯ W, D, A, E and Tare disjoint non-empty sets.

" r~- C_TxT.

¯ F,r is a set of functions over ’7".
¯ 1= {It,t’! I t,t’~T}.

¯ R is a set of relations over D U A.
¯ Occurs C__ Wx Ex I.

¯ Agent C__ Wx AxEx I.

¯ Be(. Axl--, coo(WxW).

¯ Goal". A x I --, ~ (W x ’14/).
¯ V = (VD, VA, VT, VE, VF, VR) is an interpretation function such that:

¯ Vs: S --- S for S (E {D, A, T, E, IT} and corresponding S E {D, A, T, E, F~,}.

¯ VR:Wx RxI-"R.

ThenM is a model for CA if the following conditions are satisfied:
¯ (T, r~r) is the integers.

¯ F, rmaps the function symbols +, min and max to the standard integer functions.
¯ (w,a,e,i) Agent only if (w,e,i) C Occurs.
¯ for each a and i, Be/’(a,i) is serial, transitive and Euclidean.

¯ for each a and i, Goa/’(a,i) is serial, and Goa/’(a,i) _c Bef(a,i).

Intuitively, Wis a set of possible worlds, D is a set of ordinary individuals, A is a set of agents, E is
a set of primitive event types, and T is a set of time points. The worlds in Ware thought of as total
possible world histories which share a common flow of time (T, r~r). The multisets in 1 represent
intervals; so intervals are defined in terms of time points. For each agent a and interval i, Bd(a,i) is the
accessibility relation for agent a’s beliefs at interval i, and Goa/’(a,i) is the accessibility relation for

agent a’s goals at i. The requirement that Goa/’(a,i) __c Bd(a,i) ensures that agents can only have goals
which they believe to be possible. The definition of V allows the extension of relations to vary

between worlds and times but, for simplicity, keeps the denotation of constants fixed across worlds
and times.

Definition A variable assignment is a function g = (gD, gA, gT, gl, gE) where

gs: Vs -" S for S E {D, A, T, I, E} and corresponding S ~ {D, A, ’T, I, E}.

Def’mition Let V be an interpretation function and g be a variable assignment. Let S be an element of
{D, A, T, I, E}. Then the term valuation function Vg is defined as follows:

¯ For 1: ~ S, Vg(x) = Vs0:).

¯ For 1: ~ Vs, Vg(lc) = gs(’C).
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¯ For 1: = ffut ..... un) E termT, Vg(’t;) = V~-,(f)(Vg(ul) .... , 
¯ For 1: = It’,t"l ~ terml, Vg(’~) = [Vg(t’), Vg(t")l.

Definition A variable assignment

follows:
M,w,g I= t < t’

M,w,g I= r(ul ..... Un)(i)
M,w,g I= (Ul = u2)(i)

M,w,g I= Affected0p(i))(i)

M,w,g I= Occurs(e)(i)

M,w,g I= Agent(a,e)(i)
M,w,g I= Bel(a,q~)(i)

M,w,g I= Goal(a,q~)(i)

M,w,g I= ~q~

M,w,g I= q~ v tp’
M,w,g I= 3vq~

g satisfies a formula q9 at a world w in a model M (M,w,g I= q~) 

iff (Vg(t),Vg(t’)) 

iff (Vg(u l),...,Vg(un)) E VR(w,r,Vg(i))
iff Vg(ul) is Vg(u2)

iff M,w,g I= ap(i) and M,w,g I/= ap(i)[i+ 

iff (w,Vg(e),Vg(i)) Occurs

iff (w,Vg(a),Vg(e),Vg(i)) 
iff M, w’,g I= q~ for all (w,w’) Bed(Vg(a),Vg(i))

iff M, w’,g I= q~ for all (w,w’) Goal(Vg(a),Vg(i))

iff M, w,g I/= q~
iff M,w,g I= q~ or M,w,g I= qY

iff M,w,g’ I= q~ for some g’ which differs from g at most on v

The notions of truth of a sentence tp at a world w in a model M (M,w I= q~), truth of q~ in a model 

(M I= ¢p), and validity of q~ in a class of models (1= tp) are defined in the usual 

Definition Action
Does(a,e)(i) - Occurs(e)(i) ̂  Agent(a,e)(i)

Definition Knowledge
Knows(a,q~)(i) - Bel(a,q~)(i) 

Definition Compound events, Dynamic Logic [Harel 1979].

Occurs(el;e2)(i) - :li’, i"(i’ starts i ^ i" ends i ^ i’ meets i" ^ Occurs(el)(i’) ̂ Occurs(e2)(i"))

Occurs(elle2)(i) a, Occurs(el)0) v Occurs(e2)(i)
Occurs(e*)(i) - -,::li’(i contains i’^ Occurs(e)(i’)) v Occurs(e+)(i)
Occurs(e+)(i) -

:li’(i’ starts i ^ Occurs(e)(i’) ̂ (i’ ends i v =li"(i’ meets i" ^ i" ends i ^ Occurs(e+)(i"))))

Occurs(.’hp(i))(i) - ap(i)

A.3 Logic
The conditions on each Be£(a,i) mean that the modal logic of the belief operator is KD45 [Chellas

1980]. For example, we have the following versions of the distribution axiom, the consistency
axiom, and the necessitation rule:

Bel(a,~)(i) ̂  Bel(a,q~ 3 ~0’)(i) 3 Bel(a,~0’}(i)

Bel(a,q~)(i) :9 -,Bel(a, -, q~)(i)
tp / Bel(a,q~)(i)
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The conditions on each Goal(a,i) mean that the modal logic of the goal operator is KD. For example,

we have

Goal(a,q~)(i) ^ Goal(a,q~ D q~’)(i) ~ Goal(a,q~’)(i) 
etc.

Proposition The logic consisting of the belief logic KD45, the goal logic KD together with A, BP,

~, GP and PG is consistent.
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